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GRAVITY, ISOSTASY AND ANDEAH (XlX!AL SHOKC'ENING BEXWEDI 30% AND 35% 
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Cuatm secciones g-ravim&ricas Andinas EW ubicadas en 30°S, 32's, 33% y 
35% revelan: (i) Axptable equilibrio isostitim (Airy); (ii) Que las 
prdxblesreparticionesdemasasheterog&ms subcorticales mpremtan 
resultadosgravi~&tricosobservables; (iii) -10s de acortamiento pue- 
den justificaxtotalmntelafonnaci6nde los Andesyde las SierrasPam 
PeaMs. 
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Introduction 
Rased on12 gravimetric sections in east-westdirection properly 
distributeduponthe South&ne.ricanaustralsectorbetween 20°S and 44% 
latitudes, and mostly extended fran the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic 
oCean,gravitycharts ofFreeAiranamlies,&uguerancmalies and 
isostatic anonalies for Argentina-Chilewereprepared. 
Usinggravimtric inversionofthose sections, crustalmdelswere 
prepared (In tmcaso-Pacino, in prep.), and a chart of &%oho for the Andes 
ofArgentina-Chilewasdonebasedonthosen&els.Achartofisostatic 
geoid for the Audes axnplete our study. Adding the following published 
charts: (i) the satellital geoid; (ii) the 3 Km contour Andean elevatiw 
and (iii) the contours of depth to the central part of the Wadati-Benioff 
seismic zone, we have done a ccmparative analysis which we will later 
canment. Fran this general work, fourg.ravimtricAndmn sections located 
at 30'S, 32'5, 33% and 35% latitudes, allowed us to anal&e with n-ore 
details the Andean structure's behaviour in this transitional zone, yet 
studied inadeeperwayusing seismological data, by the Institute Sism- 
ldgico Zorxda (I.S.Z.), the Instituto National de Prevmci6n Slsnica 
(INPRES) and by sm researchers fran Cornell's University, for example, 
between others, Smalley and Isacks (1987). 
Ihe analized segment goes across the Cordillera de la Uxta, the Valle 
centrdl and the Cordillera de 10s Andes in Chile, and the Cordillera Pr+ 
cipalandtheLlanura Chaco-Pampeana inArgentina.Thethreenorthernmst 
sections also go across the Western Sierras Paspeanas. 
These ranges, which are similar in many ways to the U.S.A. Laxamide 
uplifts, show active canpression at present, pinted out by many focal 
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mechanisms, by,either altitude and gravity temporary changes, and by the 
recognition of reverse faulting fields. Studies of deep reflection also 
mark the listric character of the crustal faulting. Curiously, we have 
found significative positive gravity values over these ranges. !Ihe analized 
gravimetric sections frcm N to S present: extensions of abut 3200 km, 
2000 km, 1900 km, 1450 km; maximun dephts in the trench of 6400 m, 6200 m, 
5900 m and 5475 m; maximun mean altitudes (and from measurement) over the 
Andean buildiq of 5800 (4790)m, 4200 (2150)m, 4200 (3265)m and 3500 
(2280)m respectively: maximun Free Air alym. of -175 n-Gal, -180 mGa1, -193 
nGal and -130 mGa1 over the trench, and maximun Rouguer anomalies of -340 
mGa1, -320 mGa1, -300 mGa1 and -225 mGa1 over the Andean belt. (Intrccaso, 
1980; Pacino e Introcaso, 1988; Fraga e Introcaso, 1988). 

Results. Brief discussion 

A relationship between Bouguer anomaliesand altitudes in 1" x lo obtained 
for Argentina and the Andean belt, modifies the relationship defined 20 
years ago with less values, and approximates the relationship in lo x lo 
obtained for U.S.A., being considered as in isostatic eguilibrim. 
There also exist a rgnarkable correlation between each of the following 
charts: topographic one, of Bouguer, of iscstatic correction, of the Moho 
and the Geoid (which presets, because of its esence, a width bigger than 
the others). This correlation clearly indicates that, at least in a great 
part, there exist isostatic crustal compensation in the Airy Systen. 
Apparently, a correlation between the slope chart of the Subducted Nazca 
Plate and the preceding charts, does not exist. Below 33O.S latitude, and 
as we had already pointed out for the 24% parallel (Introcaso y Pacino, 
1988), the probable gravimetric effects (pceitive one for the subducted 
plate and negative one for the wedge of hot astenospheric materials, 
source of Quaternary volcanisn), if they exist, could be mostly cancelled. 
Above 33OS latitude in the flatten subduction zone, we should'oonsider 
almost only the probable positive effect of the plate looking for its 
canpensation beneath the Oceanic Plate, since it is not reflected in the 
results, or we should think that the effect of the plate is not 
significative. 
The most cbvious conclusion is that the Bouguer ananaly, both in the 
studied sector and in the whole Argentina-Chile, is mainly controlled by 
Mohorovicic discontinuity. 
The four gravimetric sections were regionalizated by the upJards-co_? 
tinuation method (Pacino e Introcaso, 1987). Studies of delay time 
amnalies in four east-west stations in Western Argentina, and of deep 
seismicity (crust and upper mantle in the Chilean sector, and intermedim 
crust in Argentina) cunplete the preparation of our models. The inversions 
allowed us to define antircots beyond the Chile Trench and the bottom of 
the crust with the following maximun depths: 71 km at 30%, 65.5 at 32'+S, 
65 at 33% and 57 at 35%. The crustal roots were involved in the Andean 
shorteniq models, as we will later see. Recently, shortenings of 40-45 km 
for the Cordillera Principal (Ranos, V. personal canunic.) and 95 km for 
the Precordillera (State Oil Argentine Company) were recognized. 
With this modifications, the whole crustal shortening for the Argentine 
sector, including the Pampean segment would be of 150 to 160 km. Taking 
into account the Chilean sector, we ought to admit a probable crustal 
shorteniq of about 180-190 km for the total extension of the profile. For 
the Sierras Pampeanas, we have recently analized a compressional rotation 
liftiq mechanism, which explains only in part the high gravity that was 
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FIG.l. Gravity results an one of the 
four studied sections: 30% 

(A) Itinerary: CC (CbIdilleXade la 
Costa); Cp (Qrdillera Principal); 

CF (OxdilleraFmntal); P @recordi- 
llera); BB (Bermejo Basin); SVF (Sie- 
ma de Valle F&till; SS (Sierra de 
SaEogasta). 
(B) Free AirandBouguer anaxalies, 

togmgza~yandOceanicB&kxn. 
(C) Crustal gravity Mel bwx. depth 
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200 km. C: Crust; OL: Oceanic Lithos- 
phere; CL: Cmtinental Lithosphere; 
IM: Uthospheric Mantle. 
(D) Studied sqnent's location. CX ti 

right: loo-125 Km depth Wadati- 
Benioff zone contours (fran 
Emauw-Isacks, 1987). 
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obmwed. Iheotherpartcouldbedue todenseanmalousmsses, located 
atmdiumanduppercrust. 
WiththecrustalgravimetricRodels,~~ve evaluated thecrustal root 
areaqwhich- Eddedtothe excedentmassesrespectively- allow&us to 
find rates of shortming of about 200 km, 180 Ian and 90 Ian for the 3o”s, 
32'S (and 33'~) and 35"s sections, consistent with the last studies, and 
to explain the whole Cenozoic building of the Andean cordillera. 
Magmatic intrusicncouldbeapartial factor for the Ardeanbuilding 
elevati.on.Ncnrrericalcdlculusrevelavery littlecontributiondur' 

“SW Cenozoic. In fact, a rmsonable msgmatic intrusion of 900 to 1500' Ian , 
would maJce the crust (which is 200 km wide) thicker in 4,5- 7,s lcn, 
justifying only a 10% to 20% of the actual Andean altitudes. 

Conclusions 

Classicalcrustalmdels show:antixcots tithe ChileTrench sector, 
sighificative crustal thickening with roots of 38 km (in 30'S), 32 km (in 
32'S and 33"s) and 24 km (in 35'S) amsistentwith the topographic 
excesses (reasoMbleisostatic equilibrium in theAi.rySystem). The 
addition of all the assumed subcrustal effects is not significatively 
reflectedintheobservedgravimetrical results. 
Shortehingmdelsexplain: (i) theWeste.rhSierrasPampeanas building, by 
rotation and lifting through listric faults. This mechanisn justifies 
only a little part of the high observed positive gravity amnalies. the 
rest can be explained by significative masses of high density, setted at 
the intermedimtouppercrust; (ii) the studied Andean segment elevation 
(that involves crustalrootsgravimetricallydefine.d), withno needof 
consideringothermechanisns as, for instance,mgmatic intrusion. 
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